
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a marketing lead. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing lead

Track, measure and report on the outcomes of marketing initiatives
Guide and support countries to successful launches and continued market
penetration
Evolve brand strategy, and messages as required for continued growth and in
line with the Horizon 2 strategies
Evolve brand campaigns across the ADHD market to ensure consistency and
alignment
Develop core programs to support brand building within the portfolio
Ensure alignment with ADHD portfolio initiatives
Ensures that all content is on-brand, consistent in terms of style, quality and
tone of voice, and optimized for search and user experience for all channels
of content including online, social media, email, point of purchase, mobile,
video, print and in-person
Researching, writing, and editing content for digital media including but not
limited to online social and collaborative spaces, newsletters, videos,
infographics, white papers, case studies, journey maps, blog posts, website
content, and more
Collaborating with design, digital, search and other teams to develop
compelling, often unexpected, content plans
Transforming technical information into captivating, engaging, and effective
content
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Agile and able to adapt quickly to the challenges of a high growth business
Product experience or other experience working with directly engineers
preferred
Strong understanding of growth frameworks
Strong advocate for the team and able to coach and develop reports
8+ years of relevant work experience at awarded agency or top political
consulting firm with experience of marketing brands, political messaging or
social causes - the more iconic the better
Exceptional ability to influence and work across organizational boundaries
with a track record of building relationships with a broad range of peers and
executives


